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Abstract: In this paper, Mininet Wi-Fi was used to simulate a Software Defined Network to demonstrate
Mininet Wi-Fi’s s ability to simulate their post and wireless dimension by assigning site to other site or
access points and revoking these wireless associations which can also be integrated into the existing
network. Need of networks continuously growing with more clients, more base points, and more network
traffic. The security of these networks and network topologies becomes the most crucial part. The
discovered mechanism will work in the network for security purposes. Mininetwi-fi will run the topology
and parallellyWireshark that start capturing the network packet and protocol-like information. The
extracted information will load in the CIC flow meter to make that readable. Further by processing that
data using AIML algorithms data will be shuffled to avoid overfitting&underfitting then will be classified
and labeled as normal data and attacked data. These results benefit modern and current networkline-up as
the live network devices can also interact with the testing space for the data center, cloud, and mobile
providers. The proposed framework can correctly enhance the overall performance of the synchrophasor
based adaptive dependability/ security bias scheme in the course of DoS assaults and keep away from
maloperation of the security devices, which enhances the strength system's balance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In today’s world, computer networks have become smarter and much greater complex. At the current time, hackers
internationally are designing and causing different range of attacks via the internet for exceptional reason such as
information theft, system corruption and hijacking. The security of these networks and network topologies becomes the
most important part. Network security is an issue that cuts across the stack. We showcase the ability of Mininet Wi-Fi
to support security mechanisms combining physical and embracing real endpoints blend with virtualenvironments.
Mininet Wi-Fi is a wireless network emulator that supports the user can select among multiple wireless propagations
and mobility models as well as arbitrary topologies. Along with increasing the overall scalability and the fidelity of the
emulated wireless channel, our roadmaps include research-friendly features towards repeatable and realistic
experiments, including the ability to import packet and signal traces of the physical medium. With the help of a global
group of network specialists and software developers, Wireshark continues to be updated for new network technologies
and encryption methods. The network packet analyzer provides as much detail as possible about captured packets.
II. BACKGROUND AND FUTURE EXPLORATION
Previously, Networking of Named Data, networks with programmability, Hypertext Transfer Protocol as the narrow
midsection, and SDN were all noted as sparkling design for enhancing the diagram of future networks. It is being hailed
as the most auspicious solution for the Internet of the future. The term affectivity refers to the number performance,
scalability, dependability, and safety parameters. A controller’s overall performance is determined by means of a
variation of elements, as well as the range of interfaces it can handle.
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Figure 1: Block diagram

2.1 Mininet Wi-Fi
Mininet gives the platform to know how actual Software Defined Networking works by making a virtual network
similar to the real network. This may utilized to run on small as well as very large-scale networks. One of the benefits
of applying Mininet is that, an software that works on it can be effortlessly range to a literal network. It can be used as a
tool in the process of teaching computer networks for various levels of education and addressing multiple case studies
including mobility, mesh and ad hoc networks, load balancing, security, quality of Service (QoS), Multi Path TCP (MPTCP), vehicular networks, IoT, P4, among others.

Figure 2: Mininet System Architecture
Mininet Wi-Fi is a part of the Mininet SDN network emulator and enlarging the performance of Mininet by adding
virtualized Wi-Fi Sites and check Points based on the basic Linux wireless drivers.
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Figure 3: Mininet Wi-Fi
The outstanding value of Mininet is serving collaborative community Research studies through granting self
self-contained
Software Defined Network prototypes, which all people with their personal computer (PC) can download, and use it.
The program interface created
ated by Mininet Wi-Fi
Wi Fi these copy that allows all wireless traffic to all the virtual wireless
interfaces in the network scenario.
The Mininet Wi-Fi
Fi Python API also provides the authorized Mininet node types of — switches, hosts, and controllers.
Operating with Mininet Wi-Fi
Fi during runtime Mininet Wi-Fi
Fi python scripts can be run from the command line through
running the script directly, or by providing it as part of a Python command. The only variation is how the route is
stated.
2.2 Wireshark
Wireshark is the world’s
d’s predominant and widely-used
widely used protocol analyzer. It lets us see what’s happening in our network
at a microscopic level. A network packet analyzer provides captured packet records in as many elements as possible. It
can recognize many different types of encapsulation
encapsulation and present all the fields of a network packet. In a few respects it
is, however we may effortlessly discover ways to use a number of the filters that include the software program and a
way to view network specific packets. Reasons people use Wireshark: Network administrators use it to troubleshoot
network problems, Network safety engineers use it to have a look at protection problems, QA engineers use it to
confirm network applications, Developers use it to debug protocol implementations, Peop
People use it to learn network
protocol internals.

Figure 4: Working of Wireshark
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There many features as Wireshark is Available for UNIX and Windows which can Capture live packet data from a
network interface. Wireshark Open documents containing packet records captured with tcp dump/Win Dump.
Wireshark can capture site visitors from many extraordinary network media types, which include Ethernet, Wireless
LAN, Bluetooth, USB, and more. The precise media types supported can be restrained with the aid of using several
factors, which include your hardware and working system.
In Wireshark, TCP window replace messages can suggest that a whole lot of packets are being conveyed among the
server and the client; that is the case is for downloads. Since downloads will probably purpose network visitors
congestion, a few packets could probably be misplaced and need to be recommitted to make certain TCP reliability.
2.3 CIC Flowmeter
Working with big information is now a truth of lifestyles across disciplines. Digital medical files are used to construct
healthcare profiles; chemistry and life sciences store vast portions of biomedical data; and the legal system machine
generates an ever-increasing amount of sensitive data.
The CIC will work across disciplines to create and domesticate a country wide network of research intelligence from
industry, the user sector, academia, and authorities to take a look at and address internet security, private and trust.

Figure 5: CIC Flowmeter
CIC Flow Meter is a network traffic float generator allotted with the aid of using CIC to generate 84 network traffic
functions. It reads .pcap file and generate a graphical document of the features extracted and also gives csv document of
the file. It is an open supply application written in Java and may be downloaded from GitHub. Its supply codes may be
included to a task because it gives greater flexibility in phrases of selecting the functions you need to calculate,
including new ones, and additionally having a higher manage of the period of the glide timeout.
It can be used to generate bidirectional flows, where the first packet determines the forward (source to destination) and
backward (destination to source) directions, hence more than 80 statistical network traffic functions consisting of
Duration, Number of packets, Number of bytes, Length of packets, etc. may be calculated one by one in the ahead and
backward directions.Additional functionalities include, choosing features from the listing of current features, including
new features, and controlling the duration of flow timeout. The output of the software is the CSV format record that has
six columns classified for every flow (Flow ID, Source IP, Destination IP, Source Port, Destination Port, and Protocol)
with greater than 80 network traffic analysis features.
Note that TCP flows are commonly terminated upon connection teardown (through FIN packet) at the same time as
UDP flows are terminated with the aid of using a flow timeout. The flow timeout value can be assigned arbitrarily by
the individual scheme e.g., 600 seconds for both TCP and UDP.
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Figure 6: System Architecture
Mininet Wi-Fi standard network topology is used which is made up of a wireless access point (S1) with two Wi-Fi
posts and the controller. The access point is connected to a controller (C0) using virtual connection involved and the
two (H1 and H2) stations are connected to the access point (S1) using the simulated Wi-Fi interface.

Fig.7: Normal Topology
Fig.8: Attacked Topology
After performing operations using Mininet Wi-Fi with respect to Wireshark to capture data, we expect to get .pcap files
in linux which is not in readable format and cannot be processed. We need to export these files to through CIC
flowmeter in form of .csv files in windows, which is in readable and operational format. Again for attack files using
iping-f DDOS attack and perform same operation. Then we get two files in which first file contains normal dataset
while another file contains attack dataset we need to shuffle both files to avoid overfitting and underfitting errors. After
importing these files in open source Platform that is Google co-laboratory shuffled files. At the end, we perform
machine algorithm on those files starting with simply cleaning and processing data.
III. CONCLUSION
The environment is a very important factor when analyzing cyber security. In this paper, we proposed network based
security system for future networks which will continuously capture network packets transferring between systems and
Wi-Fi. Real systems are very difficult to reconfigure. Virtual machines permits easier topology changes however be
suffer from scalability issues. In this paper we monitor the traffic controller and generate new and unique dataset which
is in readable format that even unprofessional can read. By using existing technologies it is user-friendly system to
setup and use.
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